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Mining bacterial NGS data vastly expands the complete genomes of temperate phages
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ABSTRACT

Temperate phages (active prophages induced from bacteria) help control pathogenicity, modulate community structure, and maintain gut homeostasis. Complete phage genome sequences are indispensable for understanding phage biology. Traditional plaque techniques are inapplicable to temperate phages due to their lysogenicity, curbing their identification and characterization. Existing bioinformatics tools for prophage prediction usually fail to detect accurate and complete temperate phage genomes. This study proposes a novel computational temperate phage detection method (TemPhD) mining both the integrated active prophages and their spontaneously induced forms (temperate phages) from next-generation sequencing raw data. Applying the method to the available dataset resulted in 192 326 complete temperate phage genomes with different host species, expanding the existing number of complete temperate phage genomes by more than 100-fold. The wet-lab experiments demonstrated that TemPhD can accurately determine the complete genome sequences of the temperate phages, with exact flanking sites, outperforming other state-of-the-art prophage prediction methods. Our analysis indicates that temperate phages are likely to function in the microbial evolution by (i) cross-infecting different bacterial host species; (ii) transferring antibiotic resistance and virulence genes and (iii) interacting with hosts through restriction-modification and CRISPR/anti-CRISPR systems. This work pro-
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vides a comprehensively complete temperate phage genome database and relevant information, which can serve as a valuable resource for phage research.

INTRODUCTION

Temperate phage is a vital component of the microbiome. The temperate phages can undergo both lysogenic and lytic cycles. In the lytic cycle, the temperate phages can kill the infected bacteria to release phage descendants. However, when the temperate phages integrate (as prophages) into bacterial chromosomes, they usually enter the lysogenic cycle to participate in essential bacterial cellular processes (1). In the lysogenic cycle, they become prophages that replicate with the bacterial (host’s) genomes while the host cell divides (2). Temperate phages can regulate bacterial gene expression and behavior in pathogenic and environmental bacterial species (3). As the temperate phages have an inherent capacity to mediate the gene transfers between bacteria when the temperate phages integrate into bacterial chromosomes, they may increase bacterial virulence and promote antibiotic resistance (2,4).

Temperate phages widely exist in their hosts and can act as weapons of bacterial competition by encoding defense mechanisms, such as Restriction-Modification (RM) systems, CRISPRs/anti-CRISPRs (2,5,6). Given the long and complex dynamic interaction of bacteria and their phages, temperate phages possibly provide many additional viral defence systems that have yet to be fully identified (7). Even though the RM systems are often found on bacterial chromosomes, temperate phages can also protect the bacteria against virulent phage infection by encoding restriction systems (8). The phages also encode the CRISPR-Cas system to counteract a phage inhibitory chromosomal island of the bacterial host (9). Six types of CRISPR-Cas systems (I, II, III, IV, V, VI) have been defined and updated based on Cas protein content and arrangements in CRISPR-Cas loci (10). On the other hand, anti-CRISPRs provide a powerful defense system that helps phages escape injury from the CRISPR-Cas system (5). For example, anti-CRISPR proteins with anti-I-E and anti-I-F activities have been found in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (11,12); the anti-CRISPR proteins inhibiting type II-C systems have been found in Neisseria meningitides (13).

A comprehensive temperate phage genome database is necessary for phage-related clinical applications. For example, phage therapy uses virulent phages to eliminate pathogenic bacteria. The phage therapy virulent candidate accidentally mixed with temperate phages may increase pathogenic risks by possibly mediating transfer of antibiotic resistance genes or virulence factors among bacteria (4).

Therefore, temperate phage detection mitigates the therapy risks. Also, isolating suitable virulent phages is challenging for anaerobes, such as Clostridoides difficile and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (14-16). Hence, genetically modifying temperate phages into virulent phages is promising to prevent bacterial infections. In recent years, fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) has increasingly become a prominent therapy to treat C. difficile infection (CDI) by normalizing microbial diversity and community structure in patients (17,18). FMT may also help manage other disorders associated with gut microbiota alteration (17). However, drug-resistant and highly virulent bacteria in the donor’s stool pose a potential threat to the patient’s life. Temperate phages transfer antibiotic resistance genes and virulence factors among bacteria. Identifying and profiling the temperate phages that carry important antibiotic resistance genes and virulence genes is crucial for FMT success. Even though temperate phages are highly prevalent in bacterial genomes and play essential roles in medical treatments (4,19,20), a few complete temperate phage genomes are accessible until now, seriously hindering the related research. The temperate phages have been largely ignored mainly due to the challenges in detecting them and achieving meaningful annotations. Traditionally, phage detection relies on culture-based methods to isolate the temperate phage after inducing it from a lysogenic strain, amplify the phage to high titers, and characterize it often by transducing the phage into different strains (21). However, as temperate phages are readily integrated into the host genome and stay silent, forming phage plaques is difficult after transduction, which causes a big challenge for the traditional culture method.

Nowadays, an increasing amount of bacterial genome sequences have become available in databases due to the advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies. The sequence data harbor many phage sequences, most of which are the remains of temperate phages. Due to the mutation or deletion of some phage genes, these sequences can no longer produce replicable phages. Only a few phage-like sequences in the bacterial genome remain functional and can produce active phages again.

In most cases, the current bioinformatics methods hardly obtain accurate and complete temperate phage genome sequences. Bioinformatics tools have been developed to predict potential prophage sequences within assembled bacterial genomes, including PhageFinder (22), Prophage finder (23), Prophinder (24), PHAST (25), PHASTER (26), PhiSpy (27), VirSorter (28), Prophage Hunter (29) and VIBRANT (30). Among these tools, PHASTER/PHAST, VirSorter and Prophage Hunter consider the completeness of a predicted prophage sequence. Typically, these tools rely on phage protein clusters to locate possible prophage regions on assembled bacterial genome sequences, yet fail to acquire exact active prophage (temperate phage) sequence boundaries (25,27,29,30). The above bioinformatics methods are suitable for predicting phage remnants while cannot determine whether the predicted phage sequences are inducible.

This study developed a computational temperate phage detection (TemPhD) method to detect complete temperate phage genome sequences using the raw data of bacterial next-generation genome sequencing. Unlike other in silico tools adopting machine learning or statistical classifiers to predict possible prophage regions from the bacterial genomes (Table 1), our method identifies the temperate phages by incorporating the biological principle. That is, the temperate phages exhibit spontaneous induction, during which the linear phage genome circularizes and replicates. As long as a circular phage genome sequence is detected, this sequence is recognized as a complete temperate phage genome sequence. In principle and theoretically speaking,
To validate TemPhD, we sequenced the bacterial strains preserved in our laboratory using NGS technology. TemPhD detected 17 temperate phages from 15 of 148 lab-preserved bacterial strains belonging to seven species (Extended Data Table 1). Subsequently, the wet-lab experiments were then conducted to induce the temperate phages from these bacterial strains. The induced temperate phages were then sequenced using NGS technology, and their genome sequences serve as ground truth.

We then benchmarked TemPhD with the seven state-of-the-art prophage prediction tools. In contrast to Prophage finder (23), Prophinder (24), PHASTER (26), PhiSpy (27), VirSorter (28), Prophage Hunter (29) and VIBRANT (30), TemPhD identified exact boundaries and acquired accurate temperate phage genome sequences (Supplementary Figure S1, Extended Data Table 2 and Supplementary Materials, Verification of our temperate phage detection method). We used TemPhD to analyze a large number of raw NGS host data sets from GenBank and increased the number of complete temperate phage sequences by ~107-fold.

To further investigate how temperate phages influence their hosts, we examined the phage–host interactions and identified the mediated horizontal gene transfers (HGT), the restriction-modification (RM) systems, and anti-CRISPRs encoded by the temperate phage genome sequences extracted in our study. Our study shed light on the mosaicity and diversification of temperate phages at the genomic level, and illustrates that these temperate phages, along with their hosts, are interconnected through a complex network.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Details of the temperate phage detection method proposed in this study**

Our temperate phage detection method includes three main steps (Figure 1).

1) Next-generation sequencing (NGS) data processing. FastQC (31) and Trimmomatic (32) are first used for quality control and NGS reads filtering. The filtered NGS reads are fed into SPAdes (33) to acquire the assembled scaffolds. The SPAdes was used with default parameters and was designated ‘–meta’ for metagenomic data. Recently, META-SPADES (34) was reported to be the best tool for assembly of individual genomes within a metagenome (35). META-SPADES can be used by simply adding the parameter ‘–meta’ when using the SPAdes program. Here, we also suggested using the meta parameter when assembling metagenomic data.

2) Prophage region detection. Essentially, TemPhD incorporates three biological principles from phage life cycles to detect temperate phages: (i) In the replication process of the lytic cycle, the phage genome typically circularizes (36,37). (ii) During the cycle of lysogenization, a
temperate phage integrates into the host’s chromosome and shares a core (repeat) sequence of attachment sites (attP/attB) with its host’s genome sequence (Figure 1). (iii) Active prophages usually undergo spontaneous induction at a relatively low frequency, resulting in a small number of temperate phages in the bacterial culture. To better find the genes in the above bacterial scaffolds, we use both Prodigal (38) (a dependency of Prokka (39)) and GLIMMER v3.023 (40) to predict open reading frames (ORFs). The ORF is predicted by either Prodigal or GLIMMER. For the overlapped ORF region predicted by both of them, we keep the longer ORF in our final results. For Prodigal and Prokka, we use the default settings to predict ORFs and annotate the genes, respectively. For GLIMMER, we train it separately on each bacterial scaffold. Specifically, we first use the ‘long-orfs’ program to identify long, non-overlapping ORFs in each bacterial assembled DNA scaffold. The parameters of ‘long-orfs’ were: -z 11 -n -t 1.15 -l. That is, (i) use Genbank translation table number 11 to specify stop codons; (ii) do not include the program-settings header information in the output file; (iii) only genes with an entropy distance score <1.15 will be considered; (iv) assume a linear rather than circular genome. Then the ‘extract’ program was taken to acquire the training sequences as standard output by giving both the bacterial assembled DNA scaffolds and the identified ORFs in the first step. The ‘build-icm’ program then constructed an interpolated context model (ICM) from the training sequences. Then the glimmer3 program itself was run to analyze the sequences and predict ORFs. Finally, ‘multi-extract’ program was conducted to acquire the predicted ORFs in the nucleotide FASTA file. BLASTp is then used to align the ORFs with the local phage protein database generated from the GenBank public protein database. To acquire as many prophage regions as possible, hypothetical and functional phage genes, including capsid, terminase, protease, integrase, transposase, lysis, tail, spike, holin, portal, and baseplate, are all taken into consideration. The clustering algorithm DBSCAN can discover arbitrary-shaped clusters and eliminate noisy data. Therefore, DBSCAN (density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise) (41) is used to identify phage gene clusters (Extended Data Table 3). The DBSCAN uses two parameters: the size of the cluster (M) and the radius of the cluster (E). Here, M is the minimum number of phage genes in a possible prophage region, and E is the largest distance between two neighbour genes. The default settings of M and E were based on our daily phage analysis findings. The prophages normally contain more than five phage genes, thus we set M as five. Also, to identify as many rough prophage regions as possible, we set E as five, illustrating that there are at most five other genes between two neighbour phage genes. In our work, we have analyzed many phage genome sequences and found that >90% of them have lengths longer than 30 000 bp. Therefore, in this study, a potential prophage region includes more than 30,000 bases before and after the center on the same scaffold. The center is a hypothetical phage gene cluster or a functional phage gene cluster. The integrated overlap of any two afore-defined prophage regions by DBSCAN is treated as a rough prophage region. TemPhD defines a precise prophage region based on the integration and induction mechanism of a temperate phage (Figure 1). The attL and attR in Figure 1 are treated as the termini of a temperate phage when the phage inserts into a bacterial chromosome. Considering that attL and attR have a 14–50 bp core region, TemPhD defines two sliding windows with the same sizes to detect the core region. The
steps: 1) Inducing temperate phages. A single bacterial colony was extracted and put in a 5 ml LB liquid medium. The cultures were incubated at 37°C overnight and then added to 400 ml of fresh LB medium to grow to the stationary phase (OD600 = 0.5). Mitomycin C was added (1 g/ml) into the medium and then incubated at 37°C for 12 h until the medium became clear. The bacterial culture supernatant was then collected.

2) Extracting temperate phages. The phage was precipitated using a modified PEG 8000 and subsequent chloroform extractions protocol (43). The above extracted bacterial culture supernatant was then added 23.4 g NaCl to acquire a final concentration of 1 mol/L, then stirred and cooled for 1 h in an ice bath. The cooled mixture was then centrifuged at 1000 × g at 4°C for 10 min. The supernatant in the mixture was then collected and transferred into a clean 500 ml flask. PEG8000 was then added to the supernatant at 10 mg/100 ml, followed by being stirred and cooled for 3 h in an ice bath. The culture was then centrifuged at 1000 × g at 4°C for 10 min. After centrifugation, the phage precipitation was then collected and resuspended in SM buffer. The same volume of chloroform was added to the phage precipitation. The phage was then collected at its hydrophile phase. This phage precipitation was then filtered using a 0.45 μm filter and stored at 4°C.

3) Purifying temperate phages. The phage particles were purified by isopycnic centrifugation through CsCl gradients. The high quality of solid CsCl was added into the SM buffer and made three kinds of CsCl solutions with different densities (P: 1.45 g/ml, P: 1.50 g/ml, P: 1.70 g/ml). Each CsCl solution was added into different Beckman Ultra-Clear centrifuge tubes, which were further added10 ml phage precipitation prepared at step 2. The tubes were then centrifuged at 25 000 r/min at 4°C for 3 h. The phage layer was then transferred to a new centrifuge tube to remove CsCl using SM buffer in a 100 kDa dialysis bag for 10 h. Finally, the pure phage suspension was acquired.

4) Extracting temperate phage genomes. According to a modified standard phenol-chloroform extraction protocol (43), DNase I and RNase A (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) with a final concentration of 1 μg/ml were added to the above-purified phage suspension and incubated at 37°C for 10 h. After inactivation at 80°C for 15 min, the lysis buffer with a final concentration of 0.5% SDS (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany), 50 μg/ml protease K (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA), and 20 mM EDTA (Solarbio, Beijing, China) was added and incubated at 56°C for 1 h. An equal volume of phenol–chloroform–isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) (Solarbio, Beijing, China) was added to the mixture, then centrifuged at 12 000 × g for 10 min. The aqueous phase was collected. An equal volume of isopropanol (Macklin, Shanghai, China) was added to the aqueous and incubated at −20°C for at least 1 hr. After 10 000 × g centrifugation at 4°C for 20 min to precipitate phage genomes DNA, the precipitation was collected and washed twice with 1 ml of 75% cold ethanol and then resuspended in 30 μl of deionized water.

Biological verification of temperate phages detected in this study

As TemPhD is host species-free, we randomly chose 148 lab-preserved bacterial strains of 21 species and sequenced them (Extended Data Table 1). Mitomycin C was used to induce the potential temperate phages in the 148 bacteria. Mitomycin C is reported as a standard chemical treatment to induce temperate phages (42). Considering the efficacy and safety of mitomycin C in temperate phage induction, we used it as our inducer. The nucleotides in bacterial culture supernatant were extracted to do NGS to identify the temperate phages inside.

Specifically, this biological verification includes five steps:

1. Inducing temperate phages. A single bacterial colony was extracted and put in a 5 ml LB liquid medium. The cultures were incubated at 37°C overnight and then added to 400 ml of fresh LB medium to grow to the stationary phase (OD600 = 0.5). Mitomycin C was added (1 g/ml) into the medium and then incubated at 37°C for 12 h until the medium became clear. The bacterial culture supernatant was then collected.

2. Extracting temperate phages. The phage was precipitated using a modified PEG 8000 and subsequent chloroform extractions protocol (43). The above extracted bacterial culture supernatant was then added 23.4 g NaCl to acquire a final concentration of 1 mol/L, then stirred and cooled for 1 h in an ice bath. The cooled mixture was then centrifuged at 1000 × g at 4°C for 10 min. The supernatant in the mixture was then collected and transferred into a clean 500 ml flask. PEG8000 was then added to the supernatant at 10 mg/100 ml, followed by being stirred and cooled for 3 h in an ice bath. The culture was then centrifuged at 1000 × g at 4°C for 10 min. After centrifugation, the phage precipitation was then collected and resuspended in SM buffer. The same volume of chloroform was added to the phage precipitation. The phage was then collected at its hydrophilic phase. This phage precipitation was then filtered using a 0.45 μm filter and stored at 4°C.

3. Purifying temperate phages. The phage particles were purified by isopycnic centrifugation through CsCl gradients. The high quality of solid CsCl was added into the SM buffer and made three kinds of CsCl solutions with different densities (P: 1.45 g/ml, P: 1.50 g/ml, P: 1.70 g/ml). Each CsCl solution was added into different Beckman Ultra-Clear centrifuge tubes, which were further added 10 ml phage precipitation prepared at step 2. The tubes were then centrifuged at 25 000 r/min at 4°C for 3 h. The phage layer was then transferred to a new centrifuge tube to remove CsCl using SM buffer in a 100 kDa dialysis bag for 10 h. Finally, the pure phage suspension was acquired.

4. Extracting temperate phage genomes. According to a modified standard phenol-chloroform extraction protocol (43), DNase I and RNase A (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) with a final concentration of 1 μg/ml were added to the above-purified phage suspension and incubated at 37°C for 10 h. After inactivation at 80°C for 15 min, the lysis buffer with a final concentration of 0.5% SDS (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany), 50 μg/ml protease K (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA), and 20 mM EDTA (Solarbio, Beijing, China) was added and incubated at 56°C for 1 h. An equal volume of phenol–chloroform–isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) (Solarbio, Beijing, China) was added to the mixture, then centrifuged at 12 000 × g for 10 min. The aqueous phase was collected. An equal volume of isopropanol (Macklin, Shanghai, China) was added to the aqueous and incubated at −20°C for at least 1 hr. After 10 000 × g centrifugation at 4°C for 20 min to precipitate phage genomes DNA, the precipitation was collected and washed twice with 1 ml of 75% cold ethanol and then resuspended in 30 μl of deionized water.
5) High-throughput sequencing for temperate phage genomes. The preparation of paired-end libraries and whole-genome sequencing by generating 2 × 150 bp paired-end reads were performed using the Illumina MiSeq sequencing platform by Annoroad Genomics Co., Ltd (China).

Method comparison of temperate phages detected in this study

The bacterial scaffolds assembled in the first step of our temperate phage detection method were used as the input for each prophage prediction method, including PhageFinder (22), Prophinder (24), PHASTER (26), PhiSpy (27), VirSorter (28), Prophage Hunter (29) and VIBRANT (30). As Prophage finder (23) has been out of maintenance, we are unable to run it in our study. CLC Workbench v3 was used to map the NGS reads of the wet-lab induced temperate phages to their hosts’ assembled scaffolds, with parameter settings length as 1.0 and sequence fraction as 1.0.

Lineage assignment to the hosts of the temperate phages

After applying five filtration criteria about LibraryLayout, LibraryStrategy, LibrarySelection, LibrarySource, and Platform on NGS data (Extended Data Table 4), we downloaded 789,383 raw NGS host data sets from NCBI sequence read archive (SRA) (March 2020). We performed TemPhD analysis on the downloaded NGS, obtained the assembled SRA data. To ensure that the taxonomy information associated with the SRA data is correct, we blasted the assembled host scaffolds against the NCBI nucleotide (nt) database (downloaded on 16 May 2020). The species of the top blast hits (with the threshold of e-value < 1 × 10^{-5} and identity > 90%) were assigned as the species of the assembled host scaffold. If the species of the top blast hits of the assembled scaffolds is consistent with that associated with the SRA data, we would assign the species of the top blast hits as the host species to the temperate phage. Otherwise, the taxonomy associated with the SRA data was used to assign the host species of the phage.

Two .dmp format files named names and nodes in the folder of taxdump were download from https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/. An in-house script was used in Python 3.6 was used to acquire the complete taxonomic lineages of the host based on National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Taxonomy. The lineage information of each phage is listed in Extended Data Table 5.

Analysis of temperate phage genomes

All the primary analysis in this study, including the distributions of sequence length and GC content, and genome classification, was conducted using the Python programming language (version 3.6.0) and text processing tool csvtk 0.19.1 (44). The related images were generated using the ggplot2 package (45). Genome annotations were conducted using Prokka (39), while the genomic mapping was generated using an in-house Python script. We grouped the same/reverse complementary temperate phage genomes as one phage entry using the in-house script. After excluding the data whose species listed on NCBI are inconsistent with their BLAST results, the host species listed in the NCBI record for the sequence is treated as the host species for each phage entry in our study.

The connected network was implemented by an in-house developed script in Python 3.6 and used to display the connections between phages and their multi-hosts, where nodes represent hosts while edges (lines) are phages. Within a temperate phage-host connection network, only hosts with identical/reverse complementary temperate phage will be connected. We blasted temperate phage genomes in gene sharing networks against the ARG/VFDB gene databases. A gene was reported if its coverage > 90%. If this gene is identified in different temperate phages, these phages were connected. A cluster is formed as long as the hosts inside can be infected by at least one identical or reverse complementary temperate phage. In Figure 2, one independent temperate-phage-sharing network is defined as a cluster. We first detect the temperate phage from bacterial assembled sequences, and then group the identical temperate phage sequence as one entry. All the bacterial hosts where the identical temperate phage was detected are connected through this temperate phage sequence. Therefore, we labelled the bacterial hosts as nodes and the identical temperate phage infecting them as an edge. A single temperate-phage-sharing network (cluster) is formed when no other phage infects any other hosts outside of the cluster. Therefore, the cluster illustrates the taxonomic classification of the hosts of the temperate phages. With the development of whole-genome sequencing (WGS), the phylogenetic tree built on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of core genomes is widely used in bacterial genome analysis. Better than using single or multiple conserved genes, the core SNPs on the whole genome capture all the genetic signals on the genome sequence. Therefore, we used core SNPs from whole-genome nucleotide alignments to build the phylogenetic tree of the bacterial host genome sequences. The core SNPs are defined as the SNPs that all the genome sequences have. As we aimed to acquire bacterial sequence clusters rather than evolution rates, we used the neighbor-joining (NJ) method to construct the phylogenetic tree.

An in-house script was used to build the phylogenetic tree of bacterial hosts. Specifically, we first set the reference genome sequence using the standard bacterial strain from the RefSeq database on Genbank (https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/refseq/bacteria/assembly_summary.txt). Our in-house script has integrated the assembly-based SNV calling pipeline called core.ope (46). To be specific, the processes include nine steps: (i) use MUMMER to do pair-wise alignments between any bacterial strain and the reference bacterial genome sequence, with the alignment threshold set to 0.1; (ii) merge all the MUMmer alignment to a multiple fasta file; (iii) call relaxed core genome; (iv) call reference genome repeat region; (v) remove the repeat regions in the core genome; (vi) call SNPs from the core genome; (vii) remove the SNPs in the repeat regions; (viii) generate an SNP-only fasta file and (ix) build NJ tree.

When analyzing the phylogenetic relationships among temperate phages, we took the idea of the phylogenetic anal-
Figure 2. The connected network of temperate phages (edge) with their hosts (nodes). All data labeled as metagenome or unclassified by GenBank are not included. The more temperate phages shared, the thicker the line (the node) is. The gray line represents the same phages identified within the same host genus, while the yellow line represents the phages identified across the host genera.

Analysis of their bacterial hosts. Considering the variety of temperate phage sequences, we calculated their phylogenetic distances based on their whole genomes. We first aligned all the 196 nonredundant temperate phage sequences (phage entries), which have multiple hosts (Supplementary Figure S4) and 98 phage entries that share the most number of hosts (Figure 2, Cluster 1). Then we built two neighbor-joining (NJ) trees based on the SNPs of the two sets of aligned sequences, 222,782 SNPs and 193,830 SNPs, separately. In particular, multiple alignments of the temperate phage sequences were implemented by MAFFT v5 (47). We used the interactive MAFFT program by choosing ‘3. Sorted fasta format’ as our output format, ‘1. –auto’ as strategy, no additional arguments as our parameters. The phylogenetic relationship was then analyzed by the neighbor-joining method implemented in MEGA X (48) with default settings and then displayed using iTol (49).

All the 147 phage entries formed host-sharing clusters (Figure 3A) were taxonomically clustered together using vContact2 and the ProkaryoticViralRefSeq94-Merged database with default parameters (50). The input of vContact2 was the phage entry ORFs annotated by Prokka (39).

Detection of antibiotic resistance genes, virulence genes, genomic islands, restriction-modification, CRISPR and anti-CRISPR systems

The large expansion of the temperate phage genomes and host species enabled us to examine the genomic diversity, perform a preliminary investigation of phage-host interactions, explore mediated horizontal gene transfers (HGT), and examine the encoded restriction-modification (RM) and anti-CRISPRs. Specifically, the antibiotic resistance genes were identified using the database in ResFinder (51), and virulence gene identification was conducted by VFDB (52). Genomic islands (GIs) are gene clusters in prokaryotic genomes of probable horizontal origin (53). IslandPath-DIMOB (54) was used to detect genomic islands with the input of phage genomes annotated by Prokka (39). We used IslandPath-DIMOB and Prokka by default settings.
The output of IslandPath-DIMOB is the start and end positions of the identified genomic island. The restriction-modification (RM) systems were searched against REBASE (55). BLAST was then used to align all the temperate phage sequences with the above databases by setting e-value as $1 \times 10^{-5}$ and choosing 90% as the lower bound for sequence coverage. Moreover, the restriction (R) and the modification (M) enzyme genes are often tightly linked to form a restriction-modification (RM) gene complex (56). The type I systems also have sequence recognition (S) subunit genes to form multi-subunit enzymes for modification (SM) or restriction (SMR) (56,57). These genes are found to be separated by an intergenic region, such as 56 bp (58), 76 bp (59), 109 bp (60), 110 bp (61), 330 bp (8), 365 bp (62). Therefore, we set the upper bound of the distance between such genes as 400 bp. The CRISPR-Cas systems were searched using CRISPRCasFinder (63). Only the temperate phages containing both the CRISPR array and the Cas proteins are counted in our study. The anti-CRISPR systems were searched against the database Anti-CRISPRdb (5) by BLAST to align all the temperate phage sequences with setting e-value as $1 \times 10^{-5}$ and choosing 90% as lower bound for sequence coverage.

RESULTS

Biological verification of our method TemPhD

To validate TemPhD, we sequenced the bacterial strains preserved in our laboratory using NGS technology. As TemPhD is host species-free, we randomly chose 148 lab-preserved bacterial strains of 21 species and sequenced them (Extended Data Table 1). 148 bacterial strains include Staphylococcus aureus, Enterococcus faecalis, Gemella morbillorum, Alloïcococcus otitis, Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii etc. In total, our computational method detected 17 temperate phages. The size ranges of the 17 phages are from 15,707 bp to 73,289 bp, with an average length of 42,969 bp, while 15 of them are from 32,427 bp to 55,642 bp. These 17 temperate phages are from 15 of these bacterial strains belonging to seven species, including Klebsiella pneumoniae (five temperate phages from five host strains), Staphylococcus wockerii (three temperate phages from two host strains), Staphylococcus aureus (three temperate phages from two host strains), Serratia Marcescens (two temperate phages from two host strains), Staphylococcus haemolyticus (one temperate phage from one host strain), Escherichia coli (one temperate phage from one host strain), Citrobacter freundii (two temperate phages from two host strains). Subsequently, the wet-lab experiments were then conducted to induce the temperate phages from these bacterial strains. It is noted that using mitomycin C does not always successfully induce all the temperate phages. No chemical or physical inducing treatment can induce all the temperate phages in nature. But fortunately, it does not impact our conclusion. The main point of our wet-lab experiments is to verify our method. That is, all the temperate phages induced by mitomycin C are real temperate phages. As long as the wet-lab induced temperate phages are also detected by our method, our method is verified—the temperate phages detected by our method are real temperate phages. Next, these wet-lab induced temperate phages were sequenced using NGS technology, and their genome sequences were treated as ground truth.

In contrast to Prophage finder (23), Prophinder (24), PHASTER (26), PhiSpy (27), VirSorter (28), Prophage Hunter (29) and VIBRANT (30), only our method TemPhD acquired accurate temperate phage genome sequences (Supplementary Figure S1, Extended Data Table 2 and Supplementary Materials, Verification of our temperate phage detection method). In our study, we compared the performance of prophage predictions by whether identifying the exact boundaries of the phage genome sequences. We used CLC Workbench v3 to map the NSG reads of the wet-lab induced temperate phages to their hosts’ assembled scaffolds, with parameter settings length as 1.0 and sequence fraction as 1.0. For all the 17 bacterial assembled sequences, TemPhD detects the exactly same regions (100% nucleotide identity and coverage) of the temperate phage genome sequences as the wet-lab experiments. Phage_Finder does not report any phages in 12 of 17 bacteria, followed by Prophage Hunter (missing four temperate phages), and PhiSpy (missing two temperate phages). PHASTER acquires two temperate phage genome sequences with the exactly same regions (100% nucleotide identity and coverage) as the wet-lab experiments (the temperate phages in Bac1320Scaffold5 and Bac1325Scaffold5), PhiSpy obtains the accurate start position of the temperate phage in Bac2747Scaffold6, Prophage Hunter acquires the accurate start position of the temperate phage in Bac2756Scaffold3 (Supplementary Figure S1).

We also compared the calculation time and memory usage of the offline tools, including VirSorter, VIBRANT, PhiSpy, Phage_finder and TemPhD (Supplementary Figure S5, details in Extended Data Table 6). Due to the consideration of sequence boundaries (Table 1), VirSorter and TemPhD take more calculation time than the other three tools. Notably, TemPhD takes much less time than VirSorter and is comparable to VIBRANT which does not consider sequence boundaries. Because TemPhD needs bacterial NGS reads to detect sequence circulation, it requires the most memory space ($\sim$700MB) among all the offline tools.

Expansion of the temperate phages

The expansion of the temperate phages includes the temperate phage genome sequences and their host species. We discovered 192,326 complete temperate phage sequences within 2717 host species of 710 host genera (Extended Data Table 7, Supplementary Materials, Expansion of temperate phages). Using integrase/transposase as a marker, we identified 1800 complete temperate phage genomes with 1790 nonredundant sequences on GenBank (December 2021, Extended Data Table 8). Compared with all the 1,800 GenBank public complete temperate phage genomes of 186 host species and 93 host genera, our result represents an $\sim$107-fold (192,326/1800) increase in the number of complete temperate phage genomes, with an $\sim$15-fold (2717/186) increase in the number of host species, and a 8-fold (710/93) rise in the number of host genera. Our work represents an
~37-fold (66,823/1,790) increase in the number of nonredundant temperate phage genome sequences. All the temperate phage genome sequences are freely available at https://phage.deepomics.org/. Among the host species of all the detected 192,326 temperate phages, Salmonella enterica contains the largest number of temperate phages, followed by Escherichia coli, Listeria monocytogenes, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus, etc. (Supplementary Figure S6C). The temperate phages in L. monocytogenes have the widest genome size ranges (from 40,407 bp to 77,097 bp), while these in the human gut metagenome have the broadest range of GC content, from 37.1 to 52.3 (Figure 3A and B, Extended Data Table 9). Considering that metagenome contains many bacteria, it is reasonable that the temperate phages in metagenome have the broadest range of GC content. Despite metagenomes, the temperate phages in Neisseria gonorrhoeae have the broadest range of GC content (from 44.2 to 54.7) (Figure 3B). Compared with temperate phages, their host species have a relatively narrow range of GC content, with most of them having relatively consistent GC content (Figure 3C). We also compared the core regions of the temperate phages and their hosts, where the sizes range from 13 bp to 248 bp (Extended Data Table 10). Within the top 20 most host species, the core regions of temperate phages in S. enterica and E. coli have the broadest size range, followed by S. sonnei, L. monocytogenes, Haemophilus influenzae (Supplementary Figure S7).

It is noted that identical temperate phage genome sequences can be identified in different bacterial genomes. This is the basic fact to analyze phage-host interactions. Furthermore, by aligning the 192,326 temperate phage genome sequences with each other, the identical/reverse complementary sequences were treated as one phage entry. Thus we harvest 66,823 nonredundant complete temperate phage genomes (phage entries).

To compare the 192,326 temperate phage genome sequences with the phage genome sequences in Genbank, we downloaded all the 5907 complete phage genome sequences in Genbank (December 2021), including all the virulent phages and temperate phages. We then aligned all the 192,326 temperate phages to the 5907 public phage genome sequences. The 5907 sequences have already included the previously downloaded 1800 complete temperate phages. Totally, 10,909 of 192,326 temperate phage genome sequences, which include 604 nonredundant genomes/phage entries, are fully aligned to the phage genome sequences in Genbank (Extended Data Table 11).

Multiple host infection of temperate phages

By analyzing temperate phage-host interactions (Supplementary Materials, Multiple host infection of temperate phages), we found many temperate phages in common pathogen species, such as Klebsiella pneumoniae, Salmonella enterica, Enterobacter cloacae, E. coli (Extended Data Table 12). The host species sharing network shows that these temperate phages in common pathogen species could also infect other species and genera. In particular, K. pneumoniae has the most temperate phages in common with other species, including Klebsiella sp., Klebsiella quasipneumoniae, Klebsiella oxytoca, S. enterica, Salmonella bongori, Salmonella spp., Enterobacter hormaechei and E. cloacae (Figure 2, Cluster 1).

At the nucleotide sequence level of the hosts of these temperate phages, K. pneumoniae strains are most similar, the strains from the genera Salmonella group together, and the strains from Enterobacter have high similarity with each other (Figure 4A). On the other hand, E. coli shares the most temperate phages with Shigella sonnei, Shigella boydii and S. enterica.

In the aspect of sequence similarity of these hosts, the E. coli strains are most similar with each other, S. sonnei strains have the highest similarity with each other, and the only two strains from S. enterica are most similar with the two strains from E. coli (Figure 4B). The phylogeny network shows that the temperate phages, constituting the largest cluster in the host species sharing network (Figure 2, cluster 1), are similar at the sequence level (Figure 4C, cluster 1).

In the aspect of taxonomic classification of the temperate phage themselves, the temperate phages in the biggest cluster (Cluster 1 in Figure 2) are related to those temperate phages in the other seven clusters, including cluster 4, 6, 10, 11, 13, 17 and 19 (Figure 5, VC1). The temperate phages infecting the bacterial genera of Enterobacter, Salmonella, Escherichia, Klebsiella, Burkholderia, Shigella, Stenotrophomonas and Acinetobacter, also show high homology with the phages from other genera, including Pseudomonas, Yersinia, Vibrio, Mannheimia, Ralstonia etc. (Figure 5, VC1). The temperate phages infecting Enterococcus (Figure 3, Cluster 2), Staphylococcus (Figure 3, Cluster 3), Actinomyces (Figure 3, Cluster 7), Bacillus (Figure 3, Cluster 8), and Lactobacillus (Figure 2, Cluster 14), also have high similarity with the phages from Deep-sea, Listeria, Lactococcus, Weissella, Brochothrix, Croceibacter, Clostridium, Thermus, and Brevibacillus (Figure 5, VC2). The temperate phages infecting Mycobacterium (Figure 2 Cluster 15) reveal high homology to the phages from Gordonia and Tsukamurella (Figure 5 VC4). Four independent VC s (VC3, VC5, VC6 and VC7) were formed by the temperate phages in Cluster 1 shown in Figure 2, displaying high similarities. Our results show high complexity in the similarity of temperate phages from different hosts, thus suggesting that the temperate phages have the potential to cross host hierarchies barriers.

Horizontal gene transfers mediated by temperate phages

The phage/gene sharing networks illustrate that temperate phages play essential roles in HGT among host species (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure S8, Supplementary Figure S9). In total, 31,932 (16.6%, 31,932/192,326) temperate phages were identified to encode antibiotic resistance genes and 12,089 (6.3%, 12,089/192,326) temperate phages encoded virulence factors. In particular, tetracycline, macrolide and aminoglycoside resistance genes were shared widely among temperate phages of different host species, as well as the virulence factors of adherence and invasion and secretion systems (Supplementary Figure S10A, B). Regarding the host species, the temperate phages in E. coli and S. enterica contain the most antibiotic resistance gene types (eight gene types for each). The temperate phages infecting S. enterica take up more than 50% of the total number of virulence fac-
Figure 3. Genome size and GC content distribution of temperate phages in the top 20 host species listed on NCBI. We also display the GC content distribution of the top 20 host species here. We keep the original names in the item of NCBI host species, including bacterium and human gut metagenome. The ‘bacterium’ relates to NCBI taxonomy ID 1869227 which includes all the unclassified bacteria that have not been separated into NCBI taxonomic hierarchies.

For the size distributions of the top 20 host species containing the most GI entries, the GI entries in phages of the species *S. sonnei* have the broadest size range (from 4657 bp to 16631 bp) while with a relatively consistent GC content (50.3–56.0%) (Supplementary Figure S11A, B). Even though the phages in *S. enterica* contain the most GI entries, most of them have a relatively narrow size range (5845–7927 bp) with GC content from 45.1% to 54.0% (Supplementary Figure S11A, B, Extended Data Table 14).

Examining restriction-modification systems encoded by temperate phages

Restriction-modification (RM) systems have been classified into three classes designated I, II and III (64,65). By aligning with REBASE (55), this study preliminarily identified the three RM systems encoded by 2626 (1.4%, 2626/192 326) temperate phages, containing 76 host species (Supplementary Materials). Examination of restriction-modification systems encoded by temperate phages. Our research also showed that type II RM systems widely existed in the most temperate phages with different host species (Supplementary Figure S10C, Extended Data Table 15). We have also researched the host species of these temperate phages, to identify if the host species contain known RM systems (Extended Data Table 16). In the previously published findings, *C. jejuni*, *E. coli*, *P. sanguinis*, *S. enterica*, *S. aureus*, *S. suis* and *L. monocytogenes* encode all the three RM systems (I, II and III). On the other hand, the RM system II has been found in most host species. Although RM systems are the weapons for the hosts to fight against phages, our
study indicates that temperate phages can protect the hosts with RM systems against other foreign DNA invasions. It is also a self-protection mechanism for the temperate phages to restrict other competing phages.

### Examination of CRISPRs and anti-CRISPRs encoded by temperate phages

By searching the CRISPR-Cas systems, our study found 466 (0.2%, 466/192 326) temperate phages in 17 host species. These temperate phages encoded both CRISPR array and Cas proteins, constituting ten subtypes within three main types of CRISPR-Cas systems. The types of CRISPR-Cas systems include types I (I-A∼I-C, I-E∼I-F), II (II-A, II-U) and III (III-A∼III-B, III-U) (Supplementary Materials, Examination of CRISPRs and anti-CRISPRs encoded by temperate phages). The type II-U was the most commonly occurring type found in the temperate phages, which infected five host species (Supplementary Figure S10D1, Extended Data Table 17).

By searching the anti-CRISPRdb (5), 1,108 temperate phages in seven host species encode anti-CRISPR proteins inhibiting four important CRISPR systems, including I-E, I-F, II-A and II-C (Supplementary Materials, Examination of CRISPRs and anti-CRISPRs encoded by temperate phages). The type anti-I-F is the most commonly occurring type found in the temperate phages that infect four host species (Supplementary Figure S10D2, Extended Data Table 18). Also, the temperate phages in *P. aeruginosa* encode anti-CRISPR proteins inhibiting I-E and I-F CRISPR systems, and those in *N. meningitidis* and *Neisseria lactamica* encode anti-CRISPR proteins inhibiting type II-C CRISPR system. Our findings are consistent with the previously published findings (11–13). Moreover, it illustrates that not only virulent phages encode the anti-CRISPR proteins but also temperate phages.

### DISCUSSION

Temperate phages are an essential portion of the microbial community and play critical roles in microbial ecology, bacterial evolution, bacterial genome diversity, and bacterial pathogenicity. However, due to the lysogenic properties of the temperate phages, it is difficult to observe the activity of the temperate phages by traditional phage techniques based on plaque assay, which limits the study of temperate phages.
Gene-sharing networks were built using all the 147 phage entries formed host-sharing clusters in Figure 2 and bacterial virus genomes retrieved from Viral RefSeq v.94. VCs were obtained by vConTACT2. As a result, the number of complete genome sequences of temperate phages in public databases is very small compared with that of virulent phages. The complete temperate phage genome sequences are significant for understanding the genomic characteristics and biological characteristics of temperate phages and their hosts. Also, the complete temperate phage genome sequences can provide vital information for basic and applied research of phages.

This study developed a computational method to detect temperate phages in the raw data of bacterial next-generation genome sequencing. Various bioinformatics tools can predict prophage sequences on bacterial genomes. However, these methods predict rough prophage regions rather than acquire accurate and complete temperate phage genome sequences. Our method TemPhD is based on the biological principle that temperate phages exhibit spontaneous induction, during which the linear phage genome circularizes and replicates.

We then designed a series of experiments to verify TemPhD. Compared with currently available prophage prediction methods, such as PhageFinder (22), Prophage Finder (23), Prophyinder (24), PHASTER (26), PhiSpy (27), VirSorter (28), Prophage Hunter (29), only TemPhD can accurately determine the exact boundaries of the temperate phage genome and obtain reliable and complete phage genome sequences. Some other tools also predict other prophages different from the wet-lab experiments, such as the prophages predicted by VirSorter in Bac1369Scaffold1 and the prophages predicted by PHASTER, PhiSpy, VirSorter, Prophage Hunter and VIBRANT in Bac2853Scaffold2 (Supplementary Figure S1). Considering these tools do not report the consistent start and end positions of these prophages, it is impossible to tell whether these prophages actually exist. To compare the performance of bioinformatics tools, we conducted wet-lab experiments to induce the temperate phages in bacterial strains and treated them as ground truth. In this study, we only consider the wet-lab induced temperate phages. As long as our method can detect the identical temperate phages as the wet-lab experiments, it is verified as a tool that can detect real temperate phage correctly.

TemPhD can detect a temperate phage when it is in replication process: some are still on bacterial chromosomes, while some are excised from its host. It is noted that most prophages in some bacterial species, such as Salmonella, are able to induce without complete excision (66). Therefore, TemPhD reports a temperate phage which satisfies two conditions: (i) the genome is circular to represent its lytic cycle that the temperate phage has excised from its host chromosome; (ii) the genome is also on the host chromosome to distinguish it from other kinds of mobile elements which do not integrate on host chromosomes. The temperate phages which appear to be capable of induction but do not go through the lytic cycle cannot be reported by TemPhD. Generally, TemPhD cannot guarantee to acquire all the real temperate phages, such as the prophages that do
not yet go through induction process but may potentially induce from their host. However, it is theoretically guaranteed that the phage genomes detected by TemPhD are real temperate phages.

Subsequently, we used TemPhD to batch analyze the bacterial genome sequencing raw data from the public database. As it is impossible to do a confidence measure for all the bacterial data on the public database and for strictly speaking, we herein use ‘prediction’ to describe the temperate phage genomes detected by TemPhD. A total of 192,326 complete temperate phage genome sequences were obtained by analyzing the NCBI NGS data of 789,383 bacteria, which belonged to 2717 species and 710 genera. Our results expand the current number of complete temperate phage genome sequences by >100 times, providing valuable resources for basic and applied research on both bacteria and phages. All of these complete temperate phage genome sequences are available at https://phage.deepomics.org/. Based on the large data set, we also did preliminary research on phage genomic diversity, phage-host interactions, mediated HGTs, the encoded RM and CRISPR/anti-CRISPR systems.

Our work may facilitate phage-related clinical applications:

1) Temperate phage benchmark dataset. Such an expansion of temperate phage genomes includes a large variety of previously unidentified temperate phages. As temperate phages will possibly transfer antibiotic resistance genes or virulence factors among bacteria, we should exclude any temperate phages mixed in the virulent phage candidate for phage therapy to prevent pathogenic risks (4). These temperate phages detected in our study can be used as a benchmark to separate safe and therapy-effective phages from potentially risky temperate phages and thus ensure phage therapy’s safety.

2) Sequence references of biological conversion from temperate phages to virulent phages. As a promising alternative for antibiotics, phage therapy is to isolate virulent phages to treat bacterial infection. However, virulent phages for some host bacteria, such as *C. difficile* and *M. tuberculosis*, are difficult to isolate. Temperate phages against such host bacteria, in contrast, can be biologically converted to virulent phages to infect those host species. Our study revealed 1,847 temperate phages in *C. difficile* and 1391 in *M. tuberculosis* (Extended Data Table 5). Their genomes can be further used to transform temperate phages into virulent phages for phage therapy applications.

3) Sequence references of temperate phages infecting uncommon bacteria. By referring to the multiple host connection network provided in this study, researchers can use the temperate phages in these common bacteria to infect the uncommon bacteria for a particular research purpose. The multiple host connection network illustrates the different host species that the same/identical temperate phage can infect. Acquiring the virulent phage for uncommon pathogenic bacterial species is a challenge. Firstly, it is difficult to obtain the uncommon host species, not to mention to culture their virulent phages. Fortunately, our study provides an optional way for obtaining the virulent phages of the uncommon host species. Particularly, from the multiple host connection network, we can find the temperate phage of common hosts, which also infect uncommon/less common hosts. Therefore, we could easily acquire the common host and then induce its temperate phages to co-infect the common and uncommon hosts. For example, the two common species, *E. faecalis* and *Enterococcus faecium*, share identical temperate phages with the less common species *Enterococcus durans* (Figure 2, Cluster 2). These temperate phages can be further biologically synthesized to become virulent phages that can be used to kill the uncommon host species (4).

4) Warning of potential FMT risks caused by temperate phages. FMT has been successfully applied to treat CDI patients. However, FMT treatment becomes risky if multidrug-resistant or highly virulent bacteria exist in the transplant’s microbiota. This situation worsens if temperate phages carry important antibiotic resistance and (or) virulence genes. In this study, we found that 34.9% (912/2613) of human gut metagenome samples contained 912 temperate phage genomes (Extended Data Table 5, Extended Data Table 12). Ten of the 912 temperate phage genomes encode fusidic acid resistance and Macrolide resistance genes; three of them encode virulence factors with the functions of Adherence and invasion, Serum resistance, immune evasion, and colonization. As all the 912 temperate phage genomes were identified in human gut metagenomes, the above antibiotic resistance genes and virulence genes identified in these temperate phages are also detected in gut metagenome data. The antibiotic resistance (fusidic acid resistance and macrolide resistance, Extended Data Table 19) and virulence (adherence and invasion; serum resistance, immune evasion and colonization, Extended Data Table 13) genes in temperate phages may potentially increase the risk of FMT.

Some findings from our study may raise concerns. Explanations to these concerns are as follows:

1) Our study identified three efflux pump genes by VFDB in eighteen temperate phages (1 from *S. enterica*, 1 from *K. pneumonia*, and the other 16 from *Neisseria lactamica*), including VFG049144 (gb|YP_002918165.1, acriflavin resistance protein B), VFG036938 (gb|NP_273367, fatty acid efflux system protein), and VFG036956 (gb|NP_273368, fatty acid efflux system protein). These genes have been proved to relate to bacterial virulence. For example, the acriflavin resistance protein B in *Fusobacterium nucleatum* was virulent (67), while aty acids are functional constituents of several known virulence factors (68).

These virulence factors may not play a role in virulence but are used to maintain the temperate phage’s functions for the temperate phage itself. For example, the temperate phage uses endolysins to break open the bacterial cell wall. However, for the host of a temperate phage, the gene may be treated as ‘virulence’ to the bacterium. The definition of ‘virulence’ changes according to the research objects. When
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, by developing a novel temperate phage detection method using bacterial NGS data, we essentially filled the temperate phage database with hundreds of thousand complete temperate phage genome sequences. Our work paves the way for a better understanding of interactions between temperate phages and their hosts, and for further explanation of the roles that temperate phages play in bacterial evolvability.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The source code implementing our method TemPhD is available at https://github.com/NancyZxll/temperate-phage-active-prophage-detection. All the raw data for method validation and output of each tool have been made available at https://phage.deepomics.org/files/. The temperate phage genome sequences detected in our study are freely available via https://phage.deepomics.org/. The batched 192 326 temperate phage genome sequences are available at https://phage.deepomics.org/media/data/data.zip. The data generated in our study was also deposited in GenBank with the Bioproject PRJNA848208. According to the NCBI guidelines, the data will be released upon publication of this manuscript. Also, we have provided additional public websites to share the temperate phage genomes: (i) OFS: osf.io/t5a9m/; (ii) on the NCBI ftp site: https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/mgx/phage/data.zip. All additional in-house scripts are available from https://github.com/NancyZxll/temperate-phage-analysis.
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